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1 Introduction

Long before the term Grid Computing was coined by Foster and Kesselman1 the develop-
ment of UNICORE, a system offering a Uniform Interface to Computing Resources, was
started. The goal was to provide users of the German supercomputer centers with a seam-
less, secure, and intuitive access to the heterogeneous computing resources at the centers
consistent with the recommendations of the German Science Council2. A first prototype
was developed in project UNICORE3 to demonstrate the concept. The current production
version was created in a follow-on project UNICORE Plus4 which was completed in 2002.
UNICORE’s scope is expanded in projects like EUROGRID5, GRIP6 and OpenMolGRID7

to provide support for additional application areas and functions like resource brokering.
Section 2 familiarises the term Grid and illustrates its major ideas and concepts. UNI-

CORE as a realization of these ideas is introduced in Section3 followed by a detailed
description of the benefits UNICORE offers to users and application developers. Section 5
summarizes the paper and concludes with an outlook.

2 Grid Computing Concepts

Large-scale scientific research and engineering often relies on the collaborative use of dis-
tributed resources. An airplane designer, for example, might want to use a wind tunnel to
evaluate the actual behavior of a particular part designed in a complex set of simulation
runs on a supercomputer. Data gathered during the experiment is archived in data reposito-
ries which build the information clearinghouse for future post-processing and visualization
tasks.

It is the fundamental idea of a computational Grid to facilitate the routine interaction
of users with advanced problem-solving tools. A computational Grid uses high-speed net-
works to link people with computers, databases, and other devices.

According to Foster and Kesselman the definition of a computational Grid is as fol-
lows1:

”A computational Grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that provides
dependable, consistent, pervasive and inexpensive accessto high-end computational

capabilities.”

In a more recent article, Foster, Kesselman, and Tuecke emphasize the nature of the
Grid with their description of the specific problem that underlies the Grid concept8:
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“The real and specific problem that underlies the Grid concept is coordinated resource
sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations”.

A virtual organization is a resource sharing infrastructure built by a set of individuals
and/or institutions who agreed on sharing rules regulatingwho is allowed to access which
resource.

In this sense, the fundamental goal of building computational Grids is to enable the es-
tablishment of virtual organizations which facilitate theroutine interaction of scarce high-
performance devices without the need to replicate those expensive devices at each institu-
tion. Grids can be viewed as a middleware infrastructure serving scientists and engineers
of a specific community. An important aspect here is that by referring to the construc-
tion of virtual organizations the underlying infrastructure does not necessarily consist of
dedicated resources, but of protocols and services which can be used to access existing
resources. Therefore, resources and individuals might be part of multiple Grids.

Authentication and authorization are essential functionsin any distributed environment.
For Grid environments, however, the complexity of the security infrastructure is increased
by the fact that a Grid combines resources which are maintained by different independent
organizations. The problem here is that each institution might have defined its own security
policy. Even the existing local security infrastructure might be established based on dif-
ferent authentication systems. Hence, a virtualization ofauthentication and authorization
services that complies with a well-defined security policy is essential for building a virtual
organization and thus computational Grids.

The integration of resources and the exposure of the relatedservices is another key
function of computational Grids. Any service of the virtualorganization is offered by
some hosting environment, i.e. by some set of resources. A Grid resource management
service has to adapt the high-level service request to an actual allocation using the host-
ing environment. The service request itself must contain the required information about
’what’ is requested, and attributes describing ’where’ it is requested. Again, virtualization
becomes essential for virtual organizations since the exposed service should hide details of
the underlying hosting environment. Therefore, the resource management service should
embed a unique interface to different types of resources.

Finally, users, applications, and higher-level services must be able to find appropriate
resource candidates. Hence, access to an information repository, storing information about
properties and facilities of each transient Grid resource,is required. A particular challenge
Grid environments have to face with is their complexity. Theroutine use of a Grid as a
problem solving environment should address this demand by appropriate user interfaces
that actually use the virtualization functionalities of the Grid by providing an intuive and
seamless access to the underlying resources.

The UNICORE software addresses the above listed issues and is discussed in the sub-
sequent sections.

3 The UNICORE Architecture

As depicted in Figure 1 UNICORE defines a layered Grid architecture consisting of user,
server and target system tier. An implementation of UNICOREis realized entirely in Javaa

aPerl was the initial choice to implement the target system tier since many HPC systems did not offer a Java
Virtual Machine. The Perl version is still operated at most sites although the majority of developments now rely
on the Java version.
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and is available as open source downloadable from the UNICORE Forum web site9. This
paper introduces the basic concepts and components, for an extensive insight please refer
to Ref. 4.

Although UNICORE evolves to become conform to the Open Grid Services Archi-
tecture10 (OGSA) following the paradigm of ‘everything being a service’ an analysis has
shown that the basic ideas behind UNICORE already honour this paradigm11. Therefore
the architecture presented here introduces the fundamental models as they are and largely
will remain without addressing the implemenation.

Figure 1. The UNICORE Architecture.

3.1 The Core Models and Modules

The UNICORE Client represents the user tier providing a graphical user interface to exploit
the entire functionality offered by the serverb:

• Creation, manipulation, and submission of jobs including workflow specification and
resource assignment.

• Job monitoring and control.

• Management of the user’s security means like keys and certificates.

• Provision of logging and debugging information.

The client communicates with the server by sending and recieving Abstract Job Objects
(AJO) and file data via the UNICORE Protocol Layer (UPL) whichis layered on top of the
SSL protocol.

bIt also exists a client API to integrate UNICORE client functionality into arbitrary applications.
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The AJO is the realisation of the job model and central to UNICORE’s philosophy of
abstraction and seamlessness. It contains platform and site neutral descriptions of com-
putational and data related tasks, resource information and workflow specifications along
with user and security information. AJOs are sent as serialized and signed Java objects to
the Gateway, followed by an optional stream of bytes if file data is to be transferred.

The server tier is made up of the Gateway and the Network Job Supervisor (NJS). The
Gateway acts as the secure entry point to a UNICORE site or Usite (the term Usite refers
to an administrative domain), accepting and authenticating UPL requests and forwarding
them to the NJS for further processing. The NJS represents resources with a uniform
user mapping scheme and no boundaries like e.g firewalls betweem them. It realizes the
virtualization of the underlying resources described in Section 2 by mapping the abstract
job towards a target system specific one. This process is called Incarnation and makes
use of the Incarnation Database (IDB). The IDB contains among others declarations of
available resources like e.g. software, incarnations of abstract commands and site-specific
administrative information. In addition to the Incarnation the NJS processes workflow
descriptions included in an AJO, performs pre- and post-staging of files and authorises the
user by requesting the UNICORE User Database (UUDB). The Gateway and NJS execute
typically on dedicated secure systems behind a firewall, although the Gateway may also be
placed outside a firewall or in a demilitarized zone.

The Target System Interface (TSI) implements the interfaceto the target host, the third
tier of the UNICORE architecture. It is a stateless daemon executing on the target system
and interfacing with the local resource manager represented either by a batch system like
PBS12, a batch system emulation on top of eg. Linux or a Grid resource manager like
Globus’ GRAM13.

The UNICORE security model relies on the usage of permanent X.509 certificates
issued by a trusted Certification Authority (CA) and SSL based communication across
‘insecure’ networks. Certificates are used to authenticateusers and the different software
components while authorization is subject to local sites toretain site-autonomy. To prevent
AJOs from being compromised they are signed by the user’s private key.

3.2 Additional Modules

Diverse projects are developing additional modules to enhance UNICORE’s base function-
ality characterised in the section above. This includes e.g.:

• File transfer alternatives to the default byte streaming mechanism.

• A software layer to interoperate with Globus Grids14.

• A resource broker designed to process information from heterogeneous sources.

• A scheduling component for a UNICORE virtual organization.

• Interactive access to a UNICORE Grid.

Exemplary for these modules the Alternative File Transfer (AFT) mechanism based on
GridFTP15 is described here.
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Per default UNICORE transfers files from a client to a target system or between two
target systems making use of Java’s byte streaming technique. The necessary file head-
ers are enocoded within an AJO which is sent previous to the byte stream via UPL. To
transmit data more efficiently the EUROGRID project develops support for other (alter-
native) file transfer mechanisms. The requirement for such an mechanism is to improve
achieved transmission rates e.g. by using multiple concurrent data streams, provide fail-
safe data transfer to resume interrupted transfers, offer encryption, and support Quality
of Service. The evaluation of state-of-the-art file transfer protocols resulted in the inte-
gration of GridFTP into UNICORE, implementing a module called AFTGridFTP16. By
extending the NJS with an AFT module UNICORE now offers the ability to transfer files
between two target systems with increased performance. This activity demonstrates the
importance of exploring synergies and moving towards interoperable Grids: it integrates
Globus’ implementation of GridFTP into UNICORE and makes use of the interoperability
layer developed in GRIP to access this implementation.

4 UNICORE: The User’s Perspective

UNICORE offers a seamless graphical interface to the user which allows for job prepara-
tion and job monitoring. The base Client includes the following elements for creating a job
tree:

• Job and sub-job

• Tasks: script, command, transfer, file operation, import, export

• Flow control: repeat, doN, if-then-else, hold

• Dependencies for sequential relations

In addition, tasks for specific applications can be added to the Client by exploiting the
plugin interface17, 18. Thereby existing software packages like for instance Gaussian, Car
Parrinello Molecular Dynamics, or Fluent can be made accessible within UNICORE with-
out any changes to the software package. A plugin developer who knows the application
well may develop a specific GUI panel for input specification and for output handling of
the application. The collection of plugins provides the user with a powerful Client to per-
form her tasks efficiently. Plugins for several applications from different areas are being
developed in several EC-funded projects like EUROGRID, GRIP, and OpenMolGRID. The
remainder of this section gives an overview of the application areas, developments, and use
cases in the different projects.

4.1 Applications from EUROGRID

The EUROGRID project applies the concept of GRID computing to selected scientific and
industrial application domains, addresses their specific requirements, and highlights the
benefits of using GRIDs. The application domains address thefollowing groups:
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• Chemists and bio-molecular scientists

• Meteorological scientists and general users

• CAE engineers

• Scientific users of coupled HPC applications

In the area of chemistry and bio-molecular science standardsimulation packages were
integrated into the UNICORE environment.

Figure 2. Gaussian plugin. Figure 3. Output visualization.

The general purpose quantum mechanic package Gaussian98 isused to model a broad
range of molecular systems under a variety of conditions. Itperforms its computations
starting from the basic laws of quantum mechanics. The Gaussian98 plugin (see Figure
2) for the UNICORE client assists the user with the preparation of the input for the sim-
ulation. It reads existing input and recognizes keywords. The molecule coordinate editor
accepts XYZ, Z-matrix and text format. The plugin offers a CPU time estimation based
on known algorithm scaling, checks the availability of the program at a chosen Vsite and
prepares and transfers files for the visualization with a standard visualization tool like Jmol
(see Figure 3).

The package of molecular simulation programs Amber is used to simulate the molec-
ular mechanical force field of biomolecules. The extended input preparation wizard
(see Figure 4) covers all popular options for simulation ensembles like

• NVT (constant volume and temperature)

• NVE (constant energy)

• NPT (constant pressure and temperature)

The plugin offers extensive assistance to the user (see Figure 5) with a short help for
each button, a keyword list and a keyword locator that navigates the user to the proper
panel. The plugin checks the availability of Amber on the Vsite.
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Figure 4. Amber plugin: Input preparation wizard. Figure 5. Amber plugin: Help.

Structural databases like the Protein DataBase (PDB) or sequence databases can be
queried through the PDBsearch plugin. The query is preparedin the plugin (see Figure 6)
and send to databases available through web interfaces. ThePDB structure can be visual-
ized in the plugin using external software (see Figure 7) like JMV (Java Molecular Viewer)
from the K. Shulten group - Chicago or Jmol from sourceforge.

Figure 6. PDB Search plugin. Figure 7. Output visualization.

The objective in the meteorological domain is to provide a high-resolution short range
weather forecast for any desired region in the world on demand. The weather forecast is
calculated with the relocatable version of the ”Local-Model” (LM) of the German Weather
Service (DWD).

The front-end of this application is a UNICORE plugin (see Figure 8). The user
chooses the model domain, grid resolution, forecast date and range and forecast prod-
ucts. After the submission of these information topographical data for the selected model
domain are derived from high-resolution (1 km x 1 km) data sets at DWD. Furthermore,
initial data and lateral boundary data sets for the LM are extracted from result data of the
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Figure 8. Meteo plugin. Figure 9. Forecast visualization.

global model (GME) of DWD. The GME results are Interpolated to the LM model grid
and the LM forecast is calculated on any supercomputer available in the Grid. The forecast
data (GRIB code) will be returned to the user and the LM forecast is visualized.

The Computer Aided Engineering is represented by an acoustic software chain made
up of four applications with a complex dataflow (see Figure 10):

• ANADEL: produces an input file for the main solver from a mesh file coming out of
a CAD tool.

• MODES: generates boundary conditions on part of the mesh structure.

• ACTI3S: is the main solver, usually required to run on a largeparallel computer.

• COUCHA: provides post-treatment on the data computed by ACTI3S.

Figure 10. CAE Workflow. Figure 11. CAE plugin.

This application chain is commonly used in the aeronauticalindustry. The com-
plexity of the coupled application and its dataflow is covertby the UNICORE plugin
(see Figure 11).
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Figure 12. Coupled Simulation plugin.

HPC applications that are coupled using CORBA are facilitated by the Coupled Simu-
lation Plugin (see Figure 12).

The plugin interacts with the Corba name server through the UNICORE Grid environ-
ment, and thus simplifies the starting phase of a coupled application.

4.2 OpenMolGRID: Support for Molecular Design and Engineering

The OpenMolGRID project addresses large-scale molecular design problems. It aims at
the generation of a problem solving environment for molecular engineering by integrating
applications and modeling molecular design workflows in a Grid environment based on
UNICORE.

Workflow support is designed to be provided on the client sideby an extension com-
ponent to the base UNICORE Client which is called MetaPlugin, and several supporting
components. The MetaPlugin will basically provide an item equivalent to a UNICORE
sub-job, which can contain sub-jobs and sub-tasks of arbitrary complexity. However, in
addition to the standard sub-job, the MetaPlugin contains extra functionality. This can be
summarised in two main topics:

• Read predefined workflows and build UNICORE jobs from them,

• Find and allocate resources needed for the job.

The workflows are specified in XML format which is read by the MetaPlugin. From this
workflow a UNICORE job is build within the job preparation area of the client. A com-
ponent for resource management is used to find UNICORE sites and other resources that
are needed for the job. Application specific interfaces (Plugins) supporting automated
workflows communicate with the MetaPlugin via a special interface. On the server side,
the software packages have to be wrapped by UNICORE applications. A metadata file
describes the capabilities and specifics of the applicationto the client components.
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Figure 13. MetaPlugin main panel.

The described functionality will provide a way to model complex workflows and to re-
move UNICORE ”housekeeping” functions like adding dependencies, sub-groups, trans-
fers etc. from the user. The user loads a workflow into the MetaPlugin of the Client. The
plugin then takes care of

• Insertion of sub-groups.

• Distribution of tasks on several Vsites (split data).

• Insertion of auxiliary tasks (transfer, import, export, data conversion).

• Insertion of dependencies.

• Insertion of hold tasks to wait for manual user interventionbefore resuming process-
ing the next UNICORE job step.

• Allocation of resources.

The user has to tune the input parameters of the major tasks tohis needs before submitting
the job. Figure 13 shows an early version of the MetaPlugin after loading an example
workflow.

5 Concluding Remarks

The successful work of the UNICORE projects and the developments in related
EU projects created a production-ready Grid solution. The concepts developed by UNI-
CORE also influenced the standards work of the Global Grid Forum especially through
active participation by members of project GRIP. The present direction in Grid comput-
ing as promoted by the Global Grid Forum with strong support from industry aims to-
wards integrating Grid technology and Web Services in an Open Grid Service Architecture
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(OGSA). Project GRIP demonstrated interoperability with Globus and showed that UNI-
CORE is largely compatible with OGSA. The first Grid Serviceshave been implemented
in project GRIP. A proposal for an EU Framework 6 project called UniGridS (Uniform
Access to Grid Services) has been submitted to create an OGSAcompliant, service based
implementation of UNICORE.
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